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PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS 

 

 

STATIONS KGMZ AM, KGMZ FM, KGMZ HD1 

PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
1.  KCBS In Depth Sundays at 6:30am. Locally produced commercial-free 

half-hour news interview program. Show produced by KCBS News San 

Francisco. 

 

2. Bay Area Focus Sundays at 6:00am. Locally produced commercial-free 

half-hour news interview program. Show produced by KPIX Channel 5. “Bay 

Area Focus” concentrates on local issues and guest include Senators, Mayors, 

Supervisors and other high ranking city officials, including Police and Fire 

Chiefs, and other community leaders.  

 

3. Bay Sunday  Sundays at 6:00am. Locally produced, commercial-free, half-

hour news interview program.  Show produced by KPIX Channel 5. “Bay 

Sunday” is an eclectic mix of light news, arts and community information all 

tossed up in lively conversation. 

 

4. Black Renaissance  Sundays at 6:00am. Locally produced commercial-free 

half-hour news interview program.  Show produced by KPIX Channel 5. "Black 

Renaissance" is the Bay Area's longest running news/interview show that 

focuses on issues of concern to the African American community. Hosted by 

KPIX 5 reporter, Christin Ayers, it is one of the few programs in the Bay Area 

specifically tailored to the needs and interests of the African American 

Community. It also profiles those in the community who are doing great things, 

and making a difference. Topics addressed include housing, politics, education, 

health, and the arts. Former guests have included Oprah Winfrey, Danny 

Glover, Street Soldiers Founder Joe Marshall, the Reverend Cecil Williams, 

rapper Chuck D, filmmaker Spike Lee, "The Color Purple Stars" Jeannette 

Bayardelle, Stephanie St. James, Latoya London, actress Terri J. Vaughn, and 

many others. 

 

 

NOTE:  Bay Area Focus, Bay Sunday and Black Renaissance are produced 

by KPIX TV Channel 5, and rotate weekly. 



 

 

 

ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA 

ADDRESSED IN RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING IN THE 

1st Quarter, 2019 
 

 

 

 

1. Identity Politics: The X Factor of World Events? 

2. Brexit 

3. Black Lives Matter 

4. Authoritarianism in Russia 

5.  Looking Back On a Year of KCBS News Coverage 

6. California Gets to Know Its New Governor 

7. Potential PG&E Bankruptcy 

8. California Politics 

9. Emissions Goals 

10. Stopping The Flood of Digital Misinformation 

11. Navigating The Bay Area’s Cold And Flu Season 

12. Rep. Jackie Speier Reflects on a Life Lived "Undaunted" 

13. Picking Through the Oscar Flicks 

14. Red Carpet Memories 

15. Taking the Pulse of the Bay Area Dating Scene 

16. Automation Domination 

17. California Following Waterlogged Winter? 

18. The link to Less Severe Fire Seasons 

19. An End to Executions 

20. Law Enforcement’s Perspective on Bay Area Threats 

21. Accepting Bay Area Congestion 

22. Stress and Anxiety 

23. Mental Well Being 

 



 

 

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 
 

1st Quarter 2019 

(January - March  2019) 
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ISSUE: Identity Politics: The X Factor of World Events? 

 

KCBS In Depth 
January 6, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 
Dr. Francis Fukuyama, director of the Center on Democracy, Development 

and the Rule of Law at Stanford University, is the political scientist who 

became famous for a 1989 essay titled "The End of History?"     The essay 

arrived right as the Cold War was winding down, and raised the question: 

Has democracy and free market capitalism won the day?  At the time with 

the Soviet Union collapsing the spread liberal values and institutions to the 

remaining countries of the world could easily have seemed like an 

inevitablity. As we’ve seen, though, it hasn’t quite turned out that way. In 

recent years, democratic institutions in many countries have been losing 

ground just as populous leaders, some with very illeberal views, have made 

gains.  If there has been a delay in the end of history, Dr. Fukuyama says one 

issue we should take a good long look at is that of identity. It's a potent force 

that he says lies behind diverse movements: from brexit to black lives matter 

to the rise of authoritarianism in Russia.  On this edition In Depth we discuss 

Dr. Fukuyama’s new book titled Identity: The Demand for Dignity and the 

Politics of Resentment, and examine the outsized influence that identity 

politics is playing in the major events shaping our world today. 

  



 

 

 

ISSUE:  Starting 2019 By Looking Back On a Year of KCBS News Coverage 

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
January 6, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

As we begin the New Year, it’s a good time to reflect on the year just 

passed. 2018 was of course a year with no shortage of news, and KCBS has 

been there to cover every minute of it: 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  

On this edition of In Depth we’re going to be turning the microphone onto 

our own newsroom and speaking to some of the folks that make KCBS news 

happen to hear their takes on what 2018 stories are worth remembering as 

we enter 2019.  

 

   
 

 

 

 

ISSUE:  Looking Back On a Year of KCBS News Coverage  

 
 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 1/6/19) 

January 13, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

As we begin the New Year, it’s a good time to reflect on the year just 

passed. 2018 was of course a year with no shortage of news, and KCBS has 

been there to cover every minute of it: 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  

On this edition of In Depth we’re going to be turning the microphone onto 

our own newsroom and speaking to some of the folks that make KCBS news 

happen to hear their takes on what 2018 stories are worth remembering as 



we enter 2019.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: California Gets to Know Its New Governor 
 

KCBS In Depth 
January 13, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

. 

This week in California politics kicked off with the inauguration of the 

state’s new governor, Gavin Newsom. And as the week progressed Newsom 

has been laying out his priorities with a series of appearances and releases 

culminating in a near two-hour address Thursday in which Newsom 

submitted his first budget proposal.  On this edition of in Depth, we’re going 

to look at how Governor Newsom’s agenda is taking shape one week in and 

how the state is reacting, with host KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi, 

and guests KCBS Political Reporter Doug Sovern, Dr. Andrew Bindman, a 

professor of medicine and a faculty member at the Institute for Health Policy 

Studies at the University of California San Francisco, Ron Coleman, former 

California state fire marshal, Ted Lempert, the president of Children Now 

Dr. Michael Boskin, a professor of economics and a Hoover Institution 

senior fellow at Stanford University.  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ISSUE: California Gets to Know Its New Governor 
  

 

  

KCBS In Depth (replay from 1/13/19 
January 20, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

 

 
This week in California politics kicked off with the inauguration of the 

state’s new governor, Gavin Newsom. And as the week progressed Newsom 

has been laying out his priorities with a series of appearances and releases 

culminating in a near two-hour address Thursday in which Newsom 

submitted his first budget proposal.  On this edition of in Depth, we’re going 

to look at how Governor Newsom’s agenda is taking shape one week in and 

how the state is reacting, with host KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi, 

and guests KCBS Political Reporter Doug Sovern, Dr. Andrew Bindman, a 

professor of medicine and a faculty member at the Institute for Health Policy 

Studies at the University of California San Francisco, Ron Coleman, former 

California state fire marshal, Ted Lempert, the president of Children Now 

Dr. Michael Boskin, a professor of economics and a Hoover Institution 

senior fellow at Stanford University.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Potential PG&E Bankruptcy Shakes Up California Politics, 

Emissions Goals 
 

KCBS In Depth 

January 20, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 



 

The future of California’s largest utility was thrown into question this week 

as it emerged that Pacific Gas and Electric is planning to file for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy.  The math isn’t hard to figure out: PG&E could be on the hook 

for the immense financial costs associated with the devastating wildfires that 

have struck California over the last two year with potential liabilities now 

estimated in the tens of billions of dollars. But what’s less clear is how this 

massive shakeup in California’s energy sector will unfold as the bankruptcy 

proceeds.  On this edition of In Depth we’re going to try to get a handle on 

what consequences the bankruptcy could have on two fronts: First, what will 

it mean for California politics as lawmakers untangle a web of challenges? 

And then we’ll look at growing concern among clean energy developers that 

the bankruptcy could throw California off its aggressive clean energy 

targets.  Host: Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio reporter.  Guests:  Doug 

Sovern, KCBS Radio political reporter; Sammy Roth, energy reporter for the 

Los Angeles Times; Ralph Cavanagh, Energy Co-Director for the Climate 

and Clean Energy Program with the Natural Resources Defense Council. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Potential PG&E Bankruptcy Shakes Up California Politics, 

Emissions Goals 
  

 

 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 1/20/19) 

January 27, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

https://www.nrdc.org/


 

The future of California’s largest utility was thrown into question this week 

as it emerged that Pacific Gas and Electric is planning to file for Chapter 11 

bankruptcy.  The math isn’t hard to figure out: PG&E could be on the hook 

for the immense financial costs associated with the devastating wildfires that 

have struck California over the last two year with potential liabilities now 

estimated in the tens of billions of dollars. But what’s less clear is how this 

massive shakeup in California’s energy sector will unfold as the bankruptcy 

proceeds.  On this edition of In Depth we’re going to try to get a handle on 

what consequences the bankruptcy could have on two fronts: First, what will 

it mean for California politics as lawmakers untangle a web of challenges? 

And then we’ll look at growing concern among clean energy developers that 

the bankruptcy could throw California off its aggressive clean energy 

targets.  Host: Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio reporter.  Guests:  Doug 

Sovern, KCBS Radio political reporter; Sammy Roth, energy reporter for the 

Los Angeles Times; Ralph Cavanagh, Energy Co-Director for the Climate 

and Clean Energy Program with the Natural Resources Defense Council. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Stopping The Flood of Digital Misinformation 

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
January 27, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes   

 
 

https://www.nrdc.org/


We may be living in the information age, but somehow it seems to be getting 

harder and harder to understand what’s really going on.  With political 

parties, special interest groups and entire countries flooding the internet with 

misinformation the challenge of the modern era is not in locating sources of 

knowledge, but in sorting out the nuggets of fact from the overwhelming 

torrent of fiction. In the edition of In Depth, we speak with Stanford 

University education professor Sam Wineburg who argues that one way we 

could get a better handle on the truth would be to start thinking a little bit 

more like historians.  His new book "Why Learn History (When It's Already 

on Your Phone)" examines how our loose relationship with the truth 

oftentimes begins with shortcomings in the classroom. It also offers practical 

advice for how we can all be savvier truth seekers in the digital age.  Host: 

Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio Reporter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Stopping The Flood of Digital Misinformation 

 

   
 

 

 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 1/27/19) 
February 3, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

 
 

We may be living in the information age, but somehow it seems to be getting 

harder and harder to understand what’s really going on.  With political 

parties, special interest groups and entire countries flooding the internet with 

misinformation the challenge of the modern era is not in locating sources of 

knowledge, but in sorting out the nuggets of fact from the overwhelming 



torrent of fiction. In the edition of In Depth, we speak with Stanford 

University education professor Sam Wineburg who argues that one way we 

could get a better handle on the truth would be to start thinking a little bit 

more like historians.  His new book "Why Learn History (When It's Already 

on Your Phone)" examines how our loose relationship with the truth 

oftentimes begins with shortcomings in the classroom. It also offers practical 

advice for how we can all be savvier truth seekers in the digital age.  Host: 

Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio Reporter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Navigating The Bay Area’s Cold and Flu Season 
 

 

  
 

KCBS In Depth 
February 3, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

It's cold and flu season, and on this edition of In Depth we're going to be 

speaking with health experts from the Bay Area and beyond about what 

you'll need to do to steer clear of all those pesky bugs.  When it comes to the 

flu, it seems like we’re getting off easy so far as the spread of the virus 

remains relatively mild this year -- especially compared to the severe season 

we had last year -- but this is one disease that is notoriously difficult to 

predict, so that could all change quickly. We’ll discuss why even with flu 



season well underway it’s still important to get a flu shot (if you haven’t 

already).  Then in the second half: All parents want to keep their kids 

healthy and cold-free, but new survey results show that well over half are 

using cold-prevention methods that have absolutely no basis in science. We 

speak to one of the researchers behind the study about some of the biggest 

misconceptions about cold prevention, and how we can all do a better job of 

staying informed about our health.  Host: Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio 

reporter.  Guests: 

Art Reingold, who heads the Division of Epidemiology and Biostatistics at 

UC Berkeley’s School of Public Health, Dr. George Han, deputy health 

officer with the County of Santa Clara’s Public Health Department, Garry 

Freed, professor of pediatrics and health policy at the University of 

Michigan and a pediatrician at the Mott Children’s Hospital in Ann Arbor. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

ISSUE: Navigating The Bay Area’s Cold and Flu Season 

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 2/3/19) 
February 10, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

It's cold and flu season, and on this edition of In Depth we're going to be 

speaking with health experts from the Bay Area and beyond about what 

you'll need to do to steer clear of all those pesky bugs.  When it comes to the 

flu, it seems like we’re getting off easy so far as the spread of the virus 

remains relatively mild this year -- especially compared to the severe season 

we had last year -- but this is one disease that is notoriously difficult to 

predict, so that could all change quickly. We’ll discuss why even with flu 

season well underway it’s still important to get a flu shot (if you haven’t 

https://www.uofmhealth.org/news/archive/201901/least-12-parents-try-cold-prevention-methods-kids-have


already).  Then in the second half: All parents want to keep their kids 

healthy and cold-free, but new survey results show that well over half are 

using cold-prevention methods that have absolutely no basis in science. We 

speak to one of the researchers behind the study about some of the biggest 

misconceptions about cold prevention, and how we can all do a better job of 

staying informed about our health.  Host: Keith Menconi, KCBS Radio 

reporter.  Guests: 

Art Reingold, who heads the Division of Epidemiology and Biostatistics at 

UC Berkeley’s School of Public Health, Dr. George Han, deputy health 

officer with the County of Santa Clara’s Public Health Department, Garry 

Freed, professor of pediatrics and health policy at the University of 

Michigan and a pediatrician at the Mott Children’s Hospital in Ann Arbor. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Rep. Jackie Speier Reflects on a Life Lived "Undaunted" 
 

 

KCBS In Depth 
February 10, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

 

Peninsula Congresswoman Jackie Speier's political career has taken her 

to leadership roles in San Mateo County, the California state legislature 

and, of course, Washington, D.C. But before all that her life was marked 

by tragedy when she suffered five gunshot wounds during her harrowing 

escape in 1978 from the Peoples Temple compound in Guyana.  Her new 

memoir, "Undaunted: Surviving Jonestown, Summoning Courage, and 

Fighting Back," recounts that struggle and the many others faced by 

https://www.uofmhealth.org/news/archive/201901/least-12-parents-try-cold-prevention-methods-kids-have


Speier in both her political and personal life.  In this edition of In Depth, 

we discuss how a decades-long political career was forged in the face of 

personal tragedy, and also consider how those experiences have informed 

Speier's legislative work.  Hosts: KCBS reporters Keith Menconi and 

Holly Quan and Guest: Congresswoman Jackie Speier 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Rep. Jackie Speier Reflects on a Life Lived "Undaunted" 
 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 2/10/19 
February 17, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

Peninsula Congresswoman Jackie Speier's political career has taken her 

to leadership roles in San Mateo County, the California state legislature 

and, of course, Washington, D.C. But before all that her life was marked 

by tragedy when she suffered five gunshot wounds during her harrowing 

escape in 1978 from the Peoples Temple compound in Guyana.  Her new 

memoir, "Undaunted: Surviving Jonestown, Summoning Courage, and 

Fighting Back," recounts that struggle and the many others faced by 

Speier in both her political and personal life.  In this edition of In Depth, 

we discuss how a decades-long political career was forged in the face of 

personal tragedy, and also consider how those experiences have informed 

Speier's legislative work.  Hosts: KCBS reporters Keith Menconi and 

Holly Quan and Guest: Congresswoman Jackie Speier 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ISSUE: Picking Through the Oscar Flicks 

 

KCBS In Depth 
February 17, 2019 



6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 
 

 

 

It's that time again. With just about a week to go until the 91st Academy 

Awards, KCBS entertainment reporter Jan Wahl and former San Francisco 

Mayor Willie Brown -- who is quite the film buff himself -- come on In 

Depth once again to talk all things Oscars. Listen in to hear their top pics for 

this year's awards along with a discussion of some of Mayor Brown's own 

red carpet memories.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Picking Through the Oscar Flicks 
 

KCBS In Depth 
February 24, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

 
It's that time again. With just about a week to go until the 91st Academy 

Awards, KCBS entertainment reporter Jan Wahl and former San Francisco 

Mayor Willie Brown -- who is quite the film buff himself -- come on In 

Depth once again to talk all things Oscars. Listen in to hear their top pics for 

this year's awards along with a discussion of some of Mayor Brown's own 

red carpet memories.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

ISSUE: Taking the Pulse of the Bay Area Dating Scene 

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
February 24, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

It’s been just over a week now since Valentine's Day, a day that of course 

puts the challenges of love and dating front and center in the minds of 

many. And it looks like here in the Bay Area -- at least among the daters 

KCBS Radio spoke with while putting together this program -- those 

challenges are getting to be overwhelming.  Now that we've gotten some 

emotional distance between us and Valentine's Day, we're going to take this 

opportunity to do something constructive about the Bay Area's dismal dating 

dumps: In this edition of In Depth, we're going to speak with local dating 

experts and aficionados to get to the bottom of all this dating angst and, 

more importantly, figure out how we can make dating in the region a little 

bit better.  Programming note: This edition of In Depth is an abridged 

version of an episode of KCBS Radio's newest podcast, How to Bay Area, 

the show that explains how to get stuff done in the San Francisco Bay 

Area.   Hosts: KCBS Radio Reporters Keith Menconi and Megan Goldsby, 

Guests:  David Rodwin, who is currently performing in "F--- Tinder: a love 

story" in San Francisco; a one-man show telling the story of Rodwin's path 

to love that wound through dates with 120 people in two years Mikka Minx, 

event producer and writer who blogs about dating Dawoon Kang, co-founder 

and Co-CEO of Coffee Meets Bagel Sasha Silberberg, a dating coach who 

runs the matchmaking service OkSasha. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ISSUE: Taking the Pulse of the Bay Area Dating Scene 



 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 2/24/19) 
March 3, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

 
It’s been just over a week now since Valentine's Day, a day that of course 

puts the challenges of love and dating front and center in the minds of 

many. And it looks like here in the Bay Area -- at least among the daters 

KCBS Radio spoke with while putting together this program -- those 

challenges are getting to be overwhelming.  Now that we've gotten some 

emotional distance between us and Valentine's Day, we're going to take this 

opportunity to do something constructive about the Bay Area's dismal dating 

dumps: In this edition of In Depth, we're going to speak with local dating 

experts and aficionados to get to the bottom of all this dating angst and, 

more importantly, figure out how we can make dating in the region a little 

bit better.  Programming note: This edition of In Depth is an abridged 

version of an episode of KCBS Radio's newest podcast, How to Bay Area, 

the show that explains how to get stuff done in the San Francisco Bay 

Area.   Hosts: KCBS Radio Reporters Keith Menconi and Megan Goldsby, 

Guests:  David Rodwin, who is currently performing in "F--- Tinder: a love 

story" in San Francisco; a one-man show telling the story of Rodwin's path 

to love that wound through dates with 120 people in two years Mikka Minx, 

event producer and writer who blogs about dating Dawoon Kang, co-founder 

and Co-CEO of Coffee Meets Bagel Sasha Silberberg, a dating coach who 

runs the matchmaking service OkSasha. 

 

 

 

 

 
ISSUE: Automation Domination  

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
March 3, 2019 

6:30am 



30 Minutes  

 

From assembly lines, to highways, to surgery rooms, automation and 

artificial intelligence are taking over our modern world. But are the robots 

really ready to run the show?  

In this edition of In Depth, we take on new research that examines the future 

of both automated driving as well as automated translation to get a better on 

handle on where these new technologies are leading us. In both cases our 

guests tell us, there are some pitfalls we're going to want to work out along 

the way.  Host: KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi Guests:  Adam 

Millard-Ball, an associate professor of environmental studies at the 

University of California, Santa Cruz. His research suggests that when self-

driving cars arrive, they could turn our public streets into gridlocked 

nightmares.  Dr. Elaine Khoong, a primary care research fellow at the 

University of California, San Francisco. She tells us about her recent study 

on the surprising effectiveness of Google Translate as a tool to communicate 

medical advice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Automation Domination 

 

 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 3/3/19) 
March 10, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

 

From assembly lines, to highways, to surgery rooms, automation and 

artificial intelligence are taking over our modern world. But are the robots 

really ready to run the show?  

https://news.ucsc.edu/2019/01/millardball-vehicles.html
https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2019/02/413376/google-translates-doctors-orders-spanish-and-chinese-few-significant-errors


In this edition of In Depth, we take on new research that examines the future 

of both automated driving as well as automated translation to get a better on 

handle on where these new technologies are leading us. In both cases our 

guests tell us, there are some pitfalls we're going to want to work out along 

the way.  Host: KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi Guests:  Adam 

Millard-Ball, an associate professor of environmental studies at the 

University of California, Santa Cruz. His research suggests that when self-

driving cars arrive, they could turn our public streets into gridlocked 

nightmares.  Dr. Elaine Khoong, a primary care research fellow at the 

University of California, San Francisco. She tells us about her recent study 

on the surprising effectiveness of Google Translate as a tool to communicate 

medical advice. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ISSUE: What's Ahead for California Following Waterlogged 

Winter? 

 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
March 10, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

Here in California when it rains, it pours. But how much good is all this water really 

doing us?  In this edition of In Depth we take on two water topics. First, 

there’s growing concern that a lot of the rainwater we've been getting is just 

going down the drain and out to sea. We plumb the depths of California's 

water system to find out where it's coming up short and what can be done to 

fix it.  Then, new research suggests that the historical link between wet 

winters and less severe fire seasons has broken down. We discuss why even 

https://news.ucsc.edu/2019/01/millardball-vehicles.html
https://www.ucsf.edu/news/2019/02/413376/google-translates-doctors-orders-spanish-and-chinese-few-significant-errors


in the rainiest of years, we still can't count out damaging wildfires.  Host: 

KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi and Guests: Heather Cooley, director 

of research at the Pacific Institute, a water think tank with offices in 

Oakland.  Jennifer Pierre, the general manager for the State Water 

Contractors, an association of 27 public water agencies.  Alan Taylor, 

professor of geography at Penn State University and an author of a study 

examining the relationship between wet winters and fire suppression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: What's Ahead for California Following Waterlogged 

Winter?   

 

 

KCBS In Depth (replay from 3/10/19) 
March 17, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 
 

Here in California when it rains, it pours. But how much good is all this water really 

doing us?  In this edition of In Depth we take on two water topics. First, 

there’s growing concern that a lot of the rainwater we've been getting is just 

going down the drain and out to sea. We plumb the depths of California's 

water system to find out where it's coming up short and what can be done to 

fix it.  Then, new research suggests that the historical link between wet 

winters and less severe fire seasons has broken down. We discuss why even 

in the rainiest of years, we still can't count out damaging wildfires.  Host: 

KCBS Radio Reporter Keith Menconi and Guests: Heather Cooley, director 

of research at the Pacific Institute, a water think tank with offices in 

Oakland.  Jennifer Pierre, the general manager for the State Water 

Contractors, an association of 27 public water agencies.  Alan Taylor, 

professor of geography at Penn State University and an author of a study 

examining the relationship between wet winters and fire suppression. 

https://pacinst.org/
https://www.swc.org/
https://www.swc.org/
https://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/article227101284.html
https://pacinst.org/
https://www.swc.org/
https://www.swc.org/
https://www.sacbee.com/news/state/california/article227101284.html


 
 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: An End to Executions 

 

KCBS In Depth 
March 17, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes 

 

Governor Gavin Newsom rocked California's criminal justice world this 

week with an executive order that puts a halt to executions in the state. In 

effect, the order means that as long as Newsom remains in office, the lives 

of the 737 Californians awaiting execution will be spared.  In this episode, 

we bring listeners and exclusive interview with Governor Newsom about his 

decision, and also hear from supporters of the death penalty who are pushing 

back.  Hosts: KCBS Radio reporter Keith Menconi and KCBS Radio 

political reporter Doug Sovern.  Guests:  Gavin Newsom, California 

Governor Kent Scheidegger, the Legal Director for the Criminal Justice 

Legal Foundation, a group that advocates for the victims of crimes. 

.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: An End to Executions  

 

 



KCBS In Depth (replay from 3/17/19) 
March 24, 2019 

6:00am 

30 Minutes  

 

Governor Gavin Newsom rocked California's criminal justice world this 

week with an executive order that puts a halt to executions in the state. In 

effect, the order means that as long as Newsom remains in office, the lives 

of the 737 Californians awaiting execution will be spared.  In this episode, 

we bring listeners and exclusive interview with Governor Newsom about his 

decision, and also hear from supporters of the death penalty who are pushing 

back.  Hosts: KCBS Radio reporter Keith Menconi and KCBS Radio 

political reporter Doug Sovern.  Guests:  Gavin Newsom, California 

Governor Kent Scheidegger, the Legal Director for the Criminal Justice 

Legal Foundation, a group that advocates for the victims of crimes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ISSUE: Law Enforcement’s Perspective on Bay Area Threats 

 

 
KCBS In Depth 
March 24, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 

 

 

 

We welcome back onto the program Craig Fair, the deputy special agent in 

charge for the San Francisco Division of the FBI. He shares his perspective 

on last week's tragic mosque attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, and 

discusses the work that goes into preventing such attacks in the Bay Area. 

Then, in the second half of the program we examine the growing threat of 

economic espionage targeting businesses in Silicon Valley.  Hosts: KCBS 



Radio reporters Keith Menconi and Holly Quan. 
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We welcome back onto the program Craig Fair, the deputy special agent in 

charge for the San Francisco Division of the FBI. He shares his perspective 

on last week's tragic mosque attack in Christchurch, New Zealand, and 

discusses the work that goes into preventing such attacks in the Bay Area. 

Then, in the second half of the program we examine the growing threat of 

economic espionage targeting businesses in Silicon Valley.  Hosts: KCBS 

Radio reporters Keith Menconi and Holly Quan. 

 

 

 

 

   

 

ISSUE: Accepting Bay Area Congestion 

 

 

KCBS In Depth 
March 31, 2019 

6:30am 

30 Minutes  

 



There are many sources of Bay Area angst -- the high cost of housing, the 

high cost of living, homelessness, the threat of wildfires -- but traffic stands 

out as an especially sore spot. There’s just something about it that grinds on 

our nerves and makes all our other headaches even more difficult to deal 

with. And like those other challenges the traffic problem isn’t going 

anywhere anytime soon.  On this edition of In Depth we ask the question: 

What can you do about traffic, when there’s nothing much that can be done?  

In the first half, transportation expert John Goodwin of the Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission explains how the traffic situation got this bad 

and tells us what to expect in the coming years.  Then, we speak with 

clinical psychologist Jonathan Horowitz, who directs the Stress and Anxiety 

Center in San Francisco. He helps us understand why fighting traffic can 

take such a punishing toll on our mental well-being and provides practical 

advice on how we can do a better job of coping.  Hosts:  KCBS Radio 

Reporters Keith Menconi and Jenna Lane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A SAMPLING OF PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS AIRED ON 

STATIONS KGMZ AM, KGMZ FM, KGMZ HD1 
 

(And all streams associated with those signals) 

DURING THE 1st QUARTER 2019 

                                 
 
ORGANIZATION/EVENT  
 
 

The Jefferson Awards- KCBS/KPIX TV     

Chinese New Year Flower Fair 

The Alzheimer’s Association  

Meals on Wheels 

Stroke Warning Signs 

Spare the Air.org 

The San Francisco Public Library 

San Francisco Jewish Film Festival 

Clam Chowder Cook Off 

The Boardwalk in Santa Cruz 

A2A 

The American Cancer Society 

National Tater Tot Day 

The San Francisco SPCA 

Earth Day Street Fair 

The Marin Humane Society 

The Holi Festival 

California College of the Arts 

The Cancer Prevention Institute of California 

30th Annual Sonoma Crab and Wine Fest 

Hunger Prevention 

Golden Gate Kennel Club Dog Show 

Habitat for Humanity       

Foster Care 

GLIDE Memorial Church 

Vintage Paper Fair 

Golden Gate Park 

Guide Dogs for the Blind 

The Backyard Decathlon 

Albany Community Center 



Bay Area Food Banks 

The Marin Humane Society     

Breast Cancer Awareness 

Tenderloin Neighborhood Development    

HIV-AIDS 

Art in the Park     

United Way 

Occidental Center for the Arts     

Woman’s Heart Disease 

SF Corn Dog Festival      

St. Anthony’s Dinner 

The Arthritis Foundation 

Antiquarian Book Festival 

Autism Awareness 

FEMA – Earthquake 

United Way 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 


